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Welcome to the S-P-E-L-L-I-N-G Bee!

ID Number: ______________________ Name: ______________________

Please write your ID number in the given space on each page.

This is your competition paper. The first page is the instructions page. Each Round
will be explained here in detail. You may return to this page whenever you want to
re-read the instructions for a Round. There are four Rounds to the Spelling Bee. All
Rounds are done alone and silently.

Round One is a multiple-choice exam. For Round One, circle the answer with the
correctly-written word. The definition is provided before every question.

Round Two is a true/false exam. For Round Two, circle T if the word provided is
correctly written. Circle F if the word provided is incorrectly written.

Round Three is an unscramble exam. For Round Three, you have been given a
list of definitions. Beneath the definitions, you will see the word that was defined
with the letters scrambled. Your task is to unscramble the letters and write the word
correctly. The first letter and last letter of each word has been given.

Round Four is a fill-in-the-blanks exam. For Round Four, you have been given a
list of definitions. Beneath the definitions, you will see the word that was defined
with some letters missing. Your task is to fill in the missing letters.

Do Not Flip Your Paper Over Until The Proctor Says So.
Opening Your Exam Packet Early Will Result In

Disqualification.
The best and quickest students may be called to

compete in the Spelling Bee Showcase.

You have 30 minutes to complete the full Spelling Bee.
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Round One – Multiple Choice ID Number: ______________

1) Definition: A thing capable of
being a�rmed; Something desirable
by those interested or invested in
that which is being judged.
a) positiv c) positave
b) positive d) posative

2) Definition: Pertaining to the act
of being clean; sanitary.
a) higenic c) hygienic
b) hygenic d) hygenik

3) Definition: The act of
aggravation; irritation; keen or
bitter anger.
a) exasperation c) exesperation
b) exasparation d) exisperation

4) Definition: Without humor or
expression of happiness; grave in
manner or disposition.
a) sirius c) serios
b) serius d) serious

5) Definition: A piece of cloth
covering a window, bed, etc. to offer
privacy and keep out light.
a) curtin c) kurtain
b) curtian d) curtain

6) Definition: A piece of music for
one performer.
a) solo c) soul
b) soulo d) colo

7) Definition: An artist who has a
particular distinctive style.
a) stilist c) stylict
b) stylist d) stylict

8) Definition: A piece of cloth,
usually square and often fine and
elegant, carried for wiping the face,
eyes, nose or hands.
a) handkerchief c) handkercheif
b) handkerchif d) handkerchif

9) Definition: The highest singing
voice (especially as for a boy) or
part in musical composition.
a) trouble c) treble
b) trebel d) trebal

10) Definition: To cause an intense
dislike for something.
a) disgusited c) disgusted
b) disgested d) disgustid

11) Definition: The condition of not
being threatened, especially physically,
psychologically, emotionally, or
financially.
a) sekurity c) securitee
b) securitey d) security

12) Definition: An unseen ghost which
makes noises and causes disruption,
especially by causing physical objects
to move or fly about.
a) poltergeist c) poltergest
b) polterjeist d) polterjest
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Round Two – True/False ID Number: ______________

13) Definition: The surroundings of, and influences on, a particular item of
interest; the natural world or ecosystem.
environment T / F

14) Definition: Especially; to a great extent.
particulorly T / F

15) Definition: A plan of when certain actions or events will be carried out.
schedule T / F

16) Definition: With intense energy and force.
vigorously T / F

17) Definition: A wheeled vehicle, designed for the conveyance of passengers.
cariage T / F

18) Definition: To put oneself or itself at the end of a waiting line.
que T / F

19) Definition: Anything that is normal or standard.
typikal T / F

20) Definition: To beat or press into pulp or a flat mass; to crush.
squashed T / F

21) Definition: A protective layer over a body, vehicle, or other object intended to
deflect or diffuse damaging forces.
armer T / F

22) Definition: A theoretical line followed from a point of origin or towards a
destination. May be relative (e.g. up, left, outbound, dorsal), geographical (e.g.
north), rotational (e.g. clockwise), or with respect to an object or location (e.g.
toward Boston).
direction T / F

23) Definition: One whose profession includes organizing and maintaining the
financial records of another.
accountant T / F

24) Definition: To dislike intensely; to loathe.
detect T / F
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Round Three – Unscramble ID Number: ______________

25) Definition: Having importance in the eyes of other people because of doing
great things, being in high position, or having wealth.
RSOPIISEUTG P___________________S

26) Definition: The manner in which two things may be associated.

IRELANOT R___________________N

27) Definition: A person who acts as the voice of a group of people.

PRNSOOEEPSSK S___________________N

28) Definition: A portion of some limited resource allocated to a person or group.

RTNAOI R___________________N

29) Definition: Whatever is used in order to make something or someone ready,
such as objects needed for a voyage.

EQIUNTMPE E___________________T

30) Definition: A broad, deep serving dish used for serving soup or stew.

TRNUEE T___________________N

31) Definition: Having unknown qualities; di�cult to understand.

YTUMORSSIE M___________________S

32) Definition: A living being; an animal or (sometimes derogatory) a human.

RERCUTEA C___________________E

33) Definition: A graduate of any gender.

AUILNM A___________________I

34) Definition: A package wrapped for shipment.
PRLAEC P___________________L

35) Definition: A high-pitched sound, such as the scream of a child.
UQESAL S___________________L

36) Definition: To make a shrill, high-pitched sound by forcing air through the
mouth.
WTSLIEH W___________________E

37) Definition: The section of an orchestra or band containing instruments that
make sounds when they are struck, such as drums.
PREUCSISON P___________________N
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Round Four – Fill in the Blanks ID Number: ______________

38) Definition: A specific commercial enterprise or establishment; private
commercial interests taken collectively. (8 letters)

b___s___n___ss

39) Definition: Not obvious or easily understood; barely noticeable. (6 letters)

s___bt___l___

40) Definition: A replacement or stand-in for something that achieves a similar
result or purpose. (10 letters)

s___bst___t___t___

41) Definition: Very bad (at something); causing unhappiness or misery. (9 letters)

m___s___r___bl___

42) Definition: A cart or shopping cart. (7 letters)

___r___ll___y

43) Definition: A mixture consisting of beaten egg whites and sugar which is
added to the tops of pies then browned. (8 letters)

m___r___ng______e

44) Definition: A powered heavier-than-air aircraft with fixed wings. (9 letters)

______r___pl___n___

45) Definition: In an extraordinary manner, amazingly. (13 letters)

sp___ct___c___l___rly

46) Definition: A particular way in which items are organized. (11 letters)

___rr___ng___m___n___t

47) Definition: A place that makes and provides/sells medicines. (10 letters)

___p___th___c___ry

48) Definition: To render motionless by arousing terror or awe. (10 letters)

tr____nsf____x____d

49) Definition: A flower that symbolises peace after death and afterlife. (8 letters)

____sph___d___l

50) Definition: The combination of circumstances at a given moment; a state of
affairs. (9 letters)

s____t____t______n
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ANSWER KEY

1B
2C
3A
4D
5D
6A
7B
8A
9C
10C
11D
12A

13T
14F
15T
16T
17F
18F
19F
20T
21F
22T
23T
24F

25 - prestigious
26 - relation
27 - spokesperson
28 - ration
29 - equipment
30 - tureen
31 - mysterious
32 - creature
33 - alumni
34 - parcel
35 - squeal
36 - whistle
37 - percussion

38 - business
39 - subtle
40 - substitute
41 - miserable
42 - trolley
43 - meringue
44 - aeroplane
45 - spectacularly
46 - arrangement
47 - apothecary
48 - transfixed
49 - asphodel
50 - situation


